Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Diamond is a remarkable material with outstanding thermal, mechanical, optical, and electrical properties that have given rise to a diverse spectrum of technologies since it was found to be readily synthesizable in the 1950s. In the context of nanomedicine, synthetic nanodiamond can act as a bright, fluorescent marker^[@CR1]^ of use in sub-cellular tracking of biological processes^[@CR2]^, *in vivo* sequestering of migratory cell populations^[@CR3]^ or as a non-toxic substrate for the delivery of chemotherapeutic payloads^[@CR4]--[@CR7]^. Further, the extremely weak nuclear magnetism in diamond makes the material interesting for hosting quantum information^[@CR8]^ and for constructing quantum sensors that exploit its long-lived nuclear^[@CR9]^ or electron^[@CR10]^ spin-states.

The long lifetime of these spin-states has recently motivated the development of new nanodiamond-based theranostic agents that are detectable with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by acquiring signal from their ^13^C nuclei^[@CR11],[@CR12]^. In natural abundance carbon however, spin-1/2 ^13^C nuclei comprise only 1.1% of the diamond lattice, rendering their signal undetectable using conventional MRI. The presence of paramagnetic centers in diamond offers a means of boosting the weak signal from ^13^C using hyperpolarization to transfer the much larger thermal polarization of the centers to the ^13^C nuclei, by driving spin transitions optically^[@CR13],[@CR14]^, or with microwaves at cryogenic temperatures^[@CR11],[@CR15]--[@CR18]^. Conversely, the presence of paramagnetic centers also shortens the nuclear spin relaxation time (*T*~1~), limiting the timescale over which hyperpolarized nuclei can be put to use^[@CR19],[@CR20]^.

Although there has been significant work now showing that nanodiamond nuclei can be significantly hyperpolarized, a demonstration that this nanomaterial can be used in a true imaging context has been lacking, posing a barrier for biomedical applications. Overcoming the imaging barrier needs more than simply detecting the boosted signal from ^13^C^[@CR11]^, since constructing spatially-resolved images also requires that the nuclear dephasing time (*T*~2~) be sufficiently-long, relative to the timescale set by the strength of practical magnetic field gradients. For this reason solid-state compounds with short *T*~2~ times have always presented a major challenge for imaging.

Here we address these challenges by demonstrating the use of nanodiamond for hyperpolarized-^13^C MR -imaging. Via electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements, we first show that synthetic nanodiamond contains a concentration of impurities and dangling-bonds that is well suited to hyperpolarization (see Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, without significantly degrading the long nuclear *T*~1~ time. In a major advance over previous work^[@CR11]^, we highlight how hyperpolarization via paramagnetic centers in nanodiamond opens up new avenues for preparing spin-populations with unique MRI contrast signatures.Figure 1Hyperpolarization of Nanodiamond. (**a**) Nanodiamonds (blue) are host to spin-1/2 defects such as charged vacancy sites (1), dangling bonds (2) and substitutional nitrogen atoms (3). Resonant microwaves can be used to drive spin polarization from these defects to ^13^C nuclei in the lattice. (**b**) X-band EPR spectra of 2 μm HPHT (blue) and 2 μm NAT (orange) diamonds. The HPHT and NAT nanodiamonds have substitutional nitrogen impurities present at 95 ppm and 4 ppm respectively. Other spin-1/2 defects are present at concentrations of 115 ppm in the HPHT nanodiamonds and 28 ppm in the NAT nanodiamonds. A representative EPR absorption signal is also shown (inset, bottom right). Hyperfine splitting (A) of the EPR line results from nitrogen impurities. (**c**) Energy level schematic of Zeeman split electrons (e) and nuclei (n), showing possible flip-flip and flip-flop transitions in diamond. Transitions are numbered in order of increasing energy (1--6). (**d**) Hyperpolarization spectra of ^13^C as a function of microwave frequency for HPHT 210 nm (green) and HPHT 2 μm (blue) diamond particles. Signals are normalized to unity. Transitions shown in (**c**) are indicated by arrows ((1) 80.81 GHz; (2) 80.84 GHz; (3) 80.87 GHz; (4) 80.94 GHz; (5) 80.97 GHz; (6) 81.0 GHz). (**e**) ^13^C NMR spectra of HPHT (blue) and NAT (orange) 2 μm diamonds after 20 minutes of hyperpolarization, normalized to the NMR signal from thermal polarization (HPHT - black; NAT - brown). (**f**) ^13^C NMR spectra of HPHT (green) and NAT (purple) 210 nm nanodiamonds after 20 minutes of hyperpolarization, normalized to the NMR signal from thermal polarization (HPHT - black; NAT - brown).

Reasoning that spatially-resolved imaging requires suitably long spin coherence, data characterizing the dephasing times for ^13^C nuclei is presented, demonstrating the use of dynamical decoupling pulse sequences that preserve coherence and offer a means of improving image resolution. Testing the viability of hyperpolarized nanodiamond for MRI, we first acquire image data as a function of time, nanoparticle concentration, and size, before deploying the technique in a setting relevant to preclinical applications, acquiring a co-registered ^13^C-^1^H image in a mouse *post mortem*. Together, these results help bridge the gap between our earlier basic demonstration of hyperpolarization^[@CR11]^, and the requirements for imaging applications.

Taken in combination, the properties of the nanodiamond spin-system enable a novel, phase-encoded imaging modality not possible using hyperpolarized liquid compounds with short *T*~1~ relaxation times^[@CR21]^. Further, this modality enables the direct detection of nanodiamond via ^13^C nuclei in the nanoparticle core and is hence immune to the external environment, unlike current nanodiamond-MRI techniques that rely on indirect detection via ^1^H nuclei at the nanoparticle surface^[@CR22]--[@CR24]^. We also show that this method provides an *in situ* control, such that nominally identical nanoparticles can be tagged and distinguished in an MRI by the direction of their nuclear hyperpolarization alone - a unique modality that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been previously suggested. Finally, we speculate on the use of phase-encoded hyperpolarized MRI for addressing common challenges faced with targeted nanoparticle theranostics.

Intrinsic Defects as a Source of Polarized Spins {#Sec2}
================================================

Turning to the details of our experiments, we begin by comparing synthetic nanodiamond produced via the high-pressure high-temperature method (HPHT), to natural nanodiamond (NAT) samples, highlighting the suitability of each for hyperpolarized MRI. Both kinds of nanodiamond exhibit a series of intrinsic electronic defects, immediately apparent in their X-band EPR spectra, shown in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The generic features in the spectra can be attributed to a convolution of a hyperfine-split P1 center associated with substitutional nitrogen atoms^[@CR25]^, a narrow single-line component from vacancy sites, and a broad single-line that stems from dangling carbon bonds^[@CR26],[@CR27]^. We find that P1 center concentration in the HPHT diamonds (95 ppm) is more than an order of magnitude higher than the P1 center concentration in the NAT nanodiamonds (4 ppm) \[see Supp. Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supp. Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for discussion of particle size dependent effects\].

In the presence of an external magnetic field (*B* = 2.88 T), these paramagnetic defects provide a platform for nuclear hyperpolarization by microwave driving the manifold of hyperfine transitions shown in Fig. [1(c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Although room temperature hyperpolarization is possible^[@CR11]^, the most significant enhancements occur when microwaves are applied at cryogenic temperatures (4 K or below), transferring the large Boltzmann polarization of the electronic defects to closely coupled ^13^C nuclei. For spins in nanodiamond, hyperpolarization occurs via a mixture of the solid-effect and cross-effect and leads to a polarized nuclear population of order 8% at saturation \[see Supp. Note [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for discussion of polarization mechanism\]. Detuning the microwave frequency below or above the central EPR line drives hyperfine transitions that build a positive or negative enhancement in the ^13^C signal (see Fig. [1(d)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The sign of the signal indicates nuclear hyperpolarization that is aligned or anti-aligned with the external magnetic field. Hyperpolarizing HPHT and NAT nanodiamond yields the ^13^C signal enhancements shown in Fig. [1(e,f)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, for a mean particle diameter *d* = 2 μm and *d* = 210 nm respectively. We draw attention to the variation in signal enhancement with particle size and when using nanodiamonds with different concentrations of paramagnetic defects (HPHT versus NAT). These variations suggest further approaches to enhance hyperpolarization, dependent on specific applications.

Spin Relaxation and Spin Dephasing {#Sec3}
==================================

The concentration and configuration of paramagnetic centers in nanodiamond carry-over into the characteristic times for (electron-mediated) nuclear spin relaxation, limiting the time for which hyperpolarization can be usefully deployed. Surprisingly, in their readily available synthetic form, HPHT nanodiamonds are already well-suited for hyperpolarization applications, retaining up to 11% of their polarization two hours after being transferred to an imaging platform. Decay rates for the smaller, 210 nm particles are faster but still sufficient for imaging applications, with 10% of hyperpolarization remaining after a period of 20 minutes \[see Supp. Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for data\].

Comparing the relaxation data to the hyperpolarization spectra reveals that driving at select microwave frequencies leads to polarization that relaxes with a distinct nuclear *T*~1~ (colored arrows in Fig. [1(d)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} correspond to colored curves in Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This dependence, which has not previously been investigated, likely arises due to the microwave frequency selecting particular paramagnetic centers to act as hyperpolarization lattice sites for their surrounding nuclei. The same centers then dominate nuclear spin relaxation, such that different types of centers and their concentration will lead to different relaxation rates.Figure 2Decay of Hyperpolarization. (**a**) Signal decay of hyperpolarized 2 μm diamond particles at *T* = 293 K and *B*~0~ = 7 T. Decay curves are shown for NAT 2 μm diamonds hyperpolarized at 80.87 GHz (purple) and HPHT 2 μm diamonds hyperpolarized at various frequencies (red - 80.81, yellow - 80.87 GHz, green - 80.94 GHz and blue - 81.0 GHz). Solid lines are double exponential fits to the data (see Supp. Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for fit parameters). (**b**) *T*~1~ relaxation time versus magnetic field for 2 μm diamond particles. Circular markers show the HPHT long (red), NAT long (black), HPHT short (blue) and NAT short (green) components of a double exponential fit to the hyperpolarized decay curve (raw data shown in Supp. Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Dashed lines are a guide to the eye. (**c**) Signal magnitude of echoes in a hyperpolarized 2 μm diamond sample. CPMG traces are shown with various echo spacings (TE = 0.5 ms - blue; TE = 1 ms - red; TE = 2.1 ms - green). The fit to a Hahn echo experiment performed with thermally polarized 2 μm diamond is also shown (black dotted line; data shown in Supp. Fig. [5)](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Examining the decay of the hyperpolarized state shows that the data is bi-exponential, containing short and long characteristic relaxation time components. Further, as a function of magnetic field, both components vary by nearly two orders of magnitude as the field is increased from *B* = 130 mT to 7 T, as shown in Fig. [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We attribute this field dependence to the presence of electron and three-spin mediated processes^[@CR28]^, characteristic of nitrogen impurities. Rapid decay of hyperpolarization at low-field presents a practical challenge to the implementation of hyperpolarized nanoparticle imaging, requiring the use of magnetized sample shuttles to ferry compounds between hyperpolarization and imaging platforms^[@CR29]^ \[see Supp. Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details\].

Turning to the key results of our paper, we note that imaging clinically-relevant concentrations of the nanodiamond brings new challenges beyond simply detecting hyperpolarization^[@CR11]^. In particular, the short *T*~2~ dephasing times of solids can limit the spatial resolution that is possible using typical scanner gradient magnetic field strengths to the extent that imaging is not possible, despite being able to significantly hyperpolarize the material. Fortuitously, we find the ^13^C nuclear spins in HPHT nanodiamond possess *T*~2~ times already suitable for demonstrating the technique, with substantial scope for improving spatial resolution using dynamical decoupling sequences^[@CR30]^. To see this, in Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} we compare the signal decay from a standard Hahn-echo sequence (dotted-line) to the signal produced by the use of a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) decoupling sequence, after the sample has been transfered from the polarizer to a 7 T imaging platform. Although the *T*~2~ seen with Hahn-echo is already suitable for sub-millimetre imaging (see Supp. Note [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for discussion of resolution limits), we find that spin-coherence is preserved for a significantly longer time by decreasing the inter-pulse spacing in the CPMG sequence. This enhancement in coherence indicates that repeated *π*-pulses have the effect of refocusing the homonuclear dipolar coupling, significantly narrowing the spectral linewidth^[@CR31]^ with promise to improve the imaging resolution of hyperpolarized nanodiamond.

MRI with Hyperpolarized Nanodiamond {#Sec4}
===================================

Having established nanodiamond has a sufficiently long *T*~2~ to render imaging applications viable, we now present the main result of our work, the demonstration of nanodiamond imaging with hyperpolarized ^13^C MRI.

We restrict our imaging experiments to the HPHT diamonds due to their larger signal enhancement. We begin our study by preparing the "half-moon" phantom shown in Fig. [3(a)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which consists of one chamber filled with water and one with an aqueous mixture of 2 μm diamond particles that have been hyperpolarized for 2 hours. The magnetic field that the diamond particles were exposed to was maximized at all times during the transfer and dissolution process to retain hyperpolarization \[see Methods\]. Once transfer of the phantom to the MRI system is complete, ^13^C imaging is performed immediately with a centrically-ordered, ultrafast gradient echo (GRE) sequence operating at *B* = 7 T. Sequences such as GRE allow for very short echo times with small tip angles, making them well suited to imaging hyperpolarized dipolar systems such as diamond, where *T*~2~ is short and polarization is nonrenewable between phase encoding steps.Figure 3Hyperpolarized Nanodiamond Imaging. (**a**) Phantom schematic. One side of the "half-moon" phantom was filled with a mixture of hyperpolarized diamond and water (orange). The other half of the phantom is filled with water (blue). (**b**) Hyperpolarized 2 μm microdiamonds were imaged after dissolution in a 120 mg/mL water mixture, using the phantom described in **a** after 0 minutes and 30 minutes in the scanner. (**c**) Hyperpolarized 210 nm nanodiamonds in a teflon tube at 200 mg/mL concentration were imaged after transfer from the polarizer after 0 minutes and 5 minutes in the MRI scanner. (**d**) Images of hyperpolarized 2 μm microdiamonds in a teflon tube immediately after transfer from the polarizer at various concentrations (**e**) Co-registered ^1^H:^13^C MRI of a mouse thorax following intrathoracic injection of hyperpolarized 2 μm diamond particles. The colorscale in all images indicates ^13^C signal magnitude in units of the noise floor. All scale bars are 3 mm in length.

Immediately following the acquisition of the ^13^C signal we perform conventional ^1^H MRI in order to generate a co-registered water-nanodiamond image, shown in Fig. [3(b)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The ^1^H component (gray-scale) of the co-registered image clearly shows the location of water and structure of the phantom, with the ^13^C component (red-orange) indicating the location of the hyperpolarized nanodiamond solution. We repeat the experiment, now with a delay of 30 minutes between transfer of the phantom to the MRI system and subsequent imaging. Although the image taken after 30 min shows a significant reduction in ^13^C signal (down to \~25%, of the image that was acquired with no delay), we note that it still contains sufficient contrast to be able to identify the presence of nanodiamond. This demonstration constitutes a significant advance over hyperpolarized liquid compounds that are typically limited by relaxation times measured in seconds. Switching to the smaller 210 nm nanodiamonds yields images with a reduced signal-to-noise (SNR) (comparable to 30% of the 2 μm solution), with the images decaying more rapidly in keeping with the size dependence of *T*~1~ \[see Fig. [3(c)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Supp. Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}\].

Evaluating the sensitivity of ^13^C MRI in our current setup, we acquire images for aqueous solutions of hyperpolarized nanodiamonds in a range of concentrations from 20--200 mg mL^−1^, as shown in Fig. [3(d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. For the larger 2 μm particles, concentrations as low as 20 mg mL^−1^ continue to yield an acceptable SNR \~ 11, corresponding to 57 μg of diamond per pixel. This particle mass sensitivity is similar to other particle imaging techniques based on hyperpolarization^[@CR19],[@CR23]^.

Animal Imaging {#Sec5}
==============

Aware that MRI phantoms can artificially enhance image quality, we demonstrate hyperpolarized nanodiamond imaging in a setting that is more realistic to the clinic by acquiring a co-registered ^13^C:^1^H MRI of a *post mortem* three-week old laboratory mouse (*mus musculus*). Using 2 μm HPHT nanodiamond, the sample was hyperpolarized for 2 hours before rapid dispersion into a syringe incorporating a 450 mT Halbach array to retain hyperpolarization. The mouse was positioned on a stage within an open-access permanent magnet and the hyperpolarized bolus then injected into the thoracic cavity. Transfer of the mouse to the 7 T MRI system again made use of a custom Halbach array. The total time between removal of the sample from the hyperpolarizer and insertion of the mouse in the MRI system was \~60 seconds.

Co-registered ^1^H:^13^C images of nanodiamond in the mouse are shown in Fig. [3(e)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The ^1^H image reveals anatomical features within the chest at sub-millimeter resolution. The ^13^C diamond image then clearly shows that the nanodiamond is confined to a region around the lungs. We would expect this localization to occur after injection into the thoracic cavity as the 2 μm particles are too large to cross membranes into other regions of the mouse^[@CR19],[@CR32]^.

Phase-Encoded Hyperpolarization {#Sec6}
===============================

The use of nanoparticles for future theranostic applications hinges on the effectiveness of their functionalized surfaces, which, for instance, can enable targeted up-take of particles by binding to specific cells and localizing at specific disease foci. Accompanying these active targeting mechanisms are passive biological responses to nanoparticles based on their size, morphology, or particle composition^[@CR33]--[@CR36]^. Having demonstrated hyperpolarized nanodiamond MRI, we now look to the future and present a new imaging modality enabled by the material properties of nanodiamond and which aims to directly address the challenge of resolving passive response mechanisms from the active targeted delivery of nanoparticles.

The goal of distinguishing actively targeted vectors from a passive uptake is illustrated in Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where the yellow particles feature surfaces with receptor molecules in contrast to the bare nanoparticles shown in green. The challenge then is to establish an imaging modality that enables contrast between nominally identical nanoparticles, based on a labelling mechanism that does not require a difference in particle size, composition, morphology, or physical state and is sufficiently long-lasting to track biological distribution processes.Figure 4Distinguishing Identical Nanoparticles with Phase-Encoded Hyperpolarization. (**a**) Schematic representation of functionalized nanoparticles targeting tumors both actively and passively. Active targeting in the vasculature relies on specific interactions between ligands on the nanoparticle surface and receptors expressed on the surface of, for instance, endothelial cells adjacent to tumors. Passive targeting is nonspecific to nanoparticle functionalization and can occur via the enhanced permeability and retention effect in regions of leaky vasculature at tumor sites. Potentially, phase-encoded hyperpolarization can distinguish between these two regimes. (**b**) Direction of hyperpolarized ^13^C magnetization versus the pump frequency. (**c**) Phantom schematic showing two 2 μm diamond samples (yellow and green) in a tube of water (blue). Teflon walls of the tubes containing diamond are also shown (pink). The sample shown in yellow was hyperpolarized at 80.87 GHz (*f* = *ω*~e~ − *ω*~n~) for 20 minutes before transfer to the imager. The diamond sample shown in green was subsequently hyperpolarized at 80.94 GHz (*f* = *ω*~e~ + *ω*~n~) for 4 minutes before transfer to the hyperpolarizer. (**d**) Imaging of the phantom described in (**c**). Overlaid ^13^C magnitude (left) and phase (right) colormaps are shown with masks applied to regions with less than 8 times the root mean square value of the background signal. Small black spots in gray-scale ^1^H magnitude image are bubbles adhered to surfaces in the phantom. Scale bar is 3 mm in length.

A novel means of tagging nanodiamond populations is evident in the data presented in Fig. [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} \[reproduced from Fig. [1(d)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}\], which shows the preparation of hyperpolarized states with equal magnitude, both aligned, or anti-aligned, with the external magnetic field by selecting the frequency of microwave driving. In each case the populations of ^13^C spins are prepared predominantly in their ground or excited state, relaxing back to thermal equilibrium on a timescale *T*~1~, as indicated in Fig. [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

Imaging contrast between the ground and excited state populations is thus encoded in the opposing phases, rather than amplitudes of the nuclear magnetization. Demonstrating this modality, we hyperpolarize two identical samples of 2 μm nanodiamond, the first at frequency *f* = *ω*~e~ − *ω*~n~ and the second at *f* = *ω*~e~ + *ω*~n~, flipping the phase of the magnetization as indicated in the phantom shown in Fig. [4(c)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Following adiabatic transfer to the imaging platform, we acquire co-registered ^1^H:^13^C magnitude and ^13^C phase images, as shown in Fig. [4(d)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Conventional images constructed from the magnitude of the ^13^C signal clearly show the location in the phantom of the hyperpolarized nanodiamond samples, but without appreciable contrast between them. Alternatively, significant differential-contrast is apparent in the phase response of the ^13^C signal, reflecting the phase-labeling of the hyperpolarized states and enabling the nominally identical nanodiamond populations to be readily distinguished. This phase image is the first reported use of a selectively inverted hyperpolarized signal to distinguish between nominally identical particles with MRI.

Simultaneous administration of positively-polarized nanodiamonds, functionalized with active targeting ligands, and negatively-polarized, untargeted diamonds, opens the prospect of tracking and imaging nanodiamonds accompanied by an *in vivo* control. We underscore that although our phase-tagging mechanism is reminiscent of approaches that exploit a chemical shift^[@CR37]^, it is distinct in that it generates contrast from hyperpolarized nanoparticles that do not possess such selectivity from the chemical environment. As the targeting ability of functionalized nanoparticles can often disappear when placed in a biological environment^[@CR38],[@CR39]^, the ability to non-invasively verify, via MRI phase, that nanoparticle accumulations are due to active targeting appears useful.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Opportunities exist to significantly improve the concentration sensitivity of nanodiamond MRI reported here. At present, transfer of the sample from hyperpolarizer to imaging platform results in a substantial loss of polarization, stemming from the rapid relaxation that occurs in a low-field (\<380 mT) environment. The use of high-field sample-shuttles during transfer can likely increase the signal by a factor of 10 or more \[see Supp. Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}\]. Further, we draw attention to the use of dynamical decoupling pulse sequences in preserving coherence in dilute spin systems such as diamond, as shown in Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

The ^13^C image resolution demonstrated here is sufficient for *in vivo* applications, being comparable to that shown recently for localization of silicon nanoparticles in an ovarian cancer model with MRI^[@CR32]^. However, our finding of the long *T*~2~ relaxation times possessed by ^13^C nuclei under CPMG conditions raises the possibility of significant improvements in spatial resolution and sensitivity of imaging if combined with appropriate gradient-field protocols \[see Supp. Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}\]. Developing a single-shot sequence based on quadratic echo imaging^[@CR40]^, for instance, would allow rapid pulsing and high-resolution imaging via the long echo tails observed in the hyperpolarized nanodiamond system.

Perhaps the most impactful opportunity for improving the performance of nanodiamond MRI is in isotopic engineering of the precursor carbon. Enriching the ^13^C content, from the 1.1% that occurs in natural abundance, to a few percent will lead to a proportional increase in MRI sensitivity^[@CR12],[@CR41]^ with limited impact on relaxation times \[see Supp. Note [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}\].

Our results also quantitatively link nanodiamond defect type and concentration to ^13^C enhancement for the first time, with the finding that enhancements can vary by up to an order of magnitude for nanodiamonds of the same size. Hence, a further avenue for improvement is in optimizing the type and concentration of paramagnetic centers in an effort to increase ^13^C enhancements, as well as lengthening spin dephasing times^[@CR42]^ and suppressing low-field relaxation^[@CR28],[@CR43]^. This will be particularly important in extending the applications for smaller nanodiamonds. The use of photo-excited radicals, such as those that persist at low temperatures but recombine on warming the sample^[@CR44]^, may further provide a means of achieving long-lived hyperpolarization.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated ^13^C magnetic resonance imaging using nanodiamonds, including the introduction of a new imaging modality based on phase-encoded hyperpolarization, exploiting the long relaxation times inherent to the diamond material system. Future improvements in materials, hardware, and sequence design will likely see the nanodiamond platform emerge as a valuable theranostic tool for multimodal imaging, combining MRI and optical fluorescence to span sub-cellular to whole-body scales.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Diamond Particles {#Sec9}
-----------------

Nanodiamonds used in this work were purchased from Microdiamant (Switzerland). Specific nanodiamond types were monocrystalline, synthetic HPHT and NAT particles. Both types were used in sizes of 210 nm (0--500 nm, median diameter 210 nm) and 2 μm (1.5--2.5 μm, median diameter 2 μm). The 2 μm HPHT diamonds used here are well suited to injection as they have a zeta potential of −38 ± 7 mV in water. This zeta potential shows that they are aggregation-resistant, a characteristic important to benefiting fully from the surface of nanodiamond in biological applications^[@CR45]^. The 2 μm particles display sedimentation on the timescale of hours, as is to be expected for diamond particles larger than 500 nm, which is the point at which gravitational forces overcome Brownian motion. 210 nm HPHT nanodiamonds have a near identical zeta potential of −39 ± 8 mV with limited sedimentation observed over a period of weeks. For details of dynamic light scattering measurements and calculation of particle stability, see Supp. Note [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

EPR Characterization {#Sec10}
--------------------

EPR spectra were measured using a Bruker EMX EPR Spectrometer operating at 9.735 GHz and room temperature. Resulting spectra were fit using Easyspin to a three spin component model^[@CR11],[@CR46]^. Defect concentrations were calculated relative to the signal from an irradiated quartz EPR standard^[@CR47]^.

Hyperpolarization of diamond {#Sec11}
----------------------------

Hyperpolarization is performed in a 2.88 T superconducting NMR magnet with a homebuilt DNP probe^[@CR48]^. 80--82 GHz microwaves are generated via a frequency multiplier (Virginia Diodes) and 2 W power amplifier (Quinstar) before being directed to the sample via a slotted waveguide antenna. A helium flow cryostat (Janis) was used to cool the sample to 4.5 K. NMR measurements in the polarizer were taken with a custom saddle coil tuned to the ^13^C Larmor frequency of 30.912 MHz. All hyperpolarization events begin with a ^13^C NMR saturation sequence (64 × *π*/2 pulses) to zero the initial polarization. Individual points in the frequency sweeps of Fig. [1(d)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} correspond to unique hyperpolarization events, showing the ^13^C NMR signal from a *π*/2 pulse after 60 s of microwave saturation at a constant frequency. NMR enhancement plots in Fig. [1(e,f)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} show the ^13^C signal magnitude after 20 minutes of microwave saturation compared with the signal seen after an identical period of thermal polarization. Absolute polarization values are calculated from the thermally polarized ^13^C signal at equilibrium and the expected Boltzmann polarization^[@CR11]^. Diamond samples were hyperpolarized in teflon tubes, chosen for their transparency to microwaves and robustness to thermal cycling.

Transfer and dissolution {#Sec12}
------------------------

All post-transfer NMR signals were acquired in the same 7 T superconducting NMR magnet used for imaging. Adiabatic sample transfer between the DNP probe and the MRI scanner occurs via a series of "magnetic shields" based on permanent magnets and Halbach arrays (see Supp. Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supp. Note [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for further detail). Halbach arrays are especially useful for transferring samples between superconducting magnets as they experience no net translational force in external magnetic fields.

Depolarization at 7 T was measured via small tip angle for 2 μm and 210 nm samples hyperpolarized for 2 hours and 1 hour respectively. Data were divided by (cos *α*)^*n*−1^, where *α* is the tip angle and *n* the pulse number, to account for RF-induced signal decay.

*T*~1~ versus magnetic field strength was measured in the stray field of the imaging magnet with samples hyperpolarized for 20 minutes. Small tip angle measurements of the ^13^C signal magnitude were taken at 7 T before and after shuttling the sample to a lower field region for repeated periods of 30 s.

The phantom in Fig. [3(a)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} was prepared in an approximately 200 mT permanent magnet by rapid thawing of a ^13^C hyperpolarized 2:1 mixture of nanodiamond and water. The hyperpolarized mixture was then mixed with additional water to give a 120 mg mL^−1^ concentration. Transfer to the MRI system occurred via a 110 mT Halbach array.

MRI Experiments {#Sec13}
---------------

All MRI was performed in a 7 T widebore, microimaging system with ^1^H and ^13^C Larmor frequencies of 299.97 MHz and 75.381 MHz respectively. The microimaging gradient set produces gradient fields up to 250 mT m^−1^. Phantoms were imaged using a 10 mm, dual resonance ^1^H:^13^C NMR probe. ^1^H phantom images were acquired with a GRE sequence with 60 μm × 60 μm pixel size and 6 mm slice thickness. ^13^C slice thickness was restricted to 20 mm by the active region of the detection coil. Concentration phantoms contained 140 μL of diamond and water mixture.

^13^C GRE image data in Figs [3(b--d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4(d)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} were acquired with a 64 × 32 matrix and pixel resolution of 0.7 mm × 0.6 mm. The refocusing time (TE) of 1.22 ms was minimized by ramping gradients to full strength and using short, 60 μs, excitation pulses (see Supp. Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for complete timing parameters). Centrically-ordered phase encoding with a constant flip angle of 20 was used to increase SNR by 1.96 times at the expense of limited blurring in the phase encode direction^[@CR49]^.

All images displaying ^13^C data only were interpolated to 128 × 128 resolution by zero-filling and Gaussian filtering in *k*-space. Co-registered ^13^C images were interpolated to the resolution of the accompanying ^1^H image and values smaller than 3 times (Fig. [3(b)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} or 5 times (Figs [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4(d)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) the SNR made transparent to reveal the underlying structure in the ^1^H image.

Animal Handling and Ethical Approval {#Sec14}
------------------------------------

Female, C57BL6 mice, 3-week-old, were purchased from the Animal Resource Centre (ARC) (Western Australia, Australia). They were housed under specific pathogen-free conditions with free access to food and water. Animal experiments performed were ethically compliant with the pertinent University of Sydney Animal Ethics Committee, State and NHMRC regulations. The protocols used in our experiment were approved by the University of Sydney Animal Ethics Committee.

Animal Imaging {#Sec15}
--------------

A 150 mg sample of 2 μm nanodiamonds was hyperpolarized for 2.5 hours in a 1:1 mixture with water with 0.2 mL of hot water added during dissolution. Small tip angle characterization showed that hyperpolarizing in water or ethanol gave the same ^13^C enhancement seen for dry samples. The resulting 0.5 mL bolus was injected into the thoracic cavity of a three-week old female mouse *post mortem* (11 g, *mus musculus*) with a 21 G needle and syringe before transfer to the MRI system. Hyperpolarized nanodiamonds were magnetically shielded with custom magnets when not in the polarizer or imager (further details in Supp. Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Total time for dissolution, injection and transfer to the imager was approximately 60 s.

A ^1^H:^13^C double resonance microimaging probe with 18 mm bore size was used for imaging the mouse torso. ^13^C SNR of this probe was measured to be one third of the 10 mm probe used for phantom imaging. A conventional ^1^H spin-echo sequence was used for high-contrast anatomical imaging. ^1^H images were acquired with 1 mm slice thickness with a 256 × 256 matrix and pixel resolution of 230 μm × 176 μm. The same ^13^C GRE sequence was used as in Fig. [3(b--d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} but with a gradient echo time of 0.90 ms and pixel size of 2.1 mm × 1.9 mm. Slice thickness was limited to less than 18 mm by the sensitive region of the probe.

Phase-contrast Imaging {#Sec16}
----------------------

To demonstrate phase-contrast imaging, a 2 μm HPHT sample was positively polarized with 80.87 GHz microwaves for 20 minutes and transferred to the MRI scanner. A second, nominally identical sample was then negatively polarized with 80.94 GHz microwaves for 4 minutes and transferred to the MRI scanner.
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